
'Elephants'* 

Sharon Riegie Maynard 

* thanks and respect to our elephant family for being willing to let their name be used to represent a problem 
that must be brought into the light of day! 
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Introduction 
What is the Origin of “Elephant In the Room”

 
If an elephant were in the room, you would 

notice it right away. Right? It’d stick out like a 
sore thumb. These mammals are the largest 
land animals on earth! So regardless of the 
kind of room it’s in, an elephant is not 
something that can be easily ignored. 

This metaphor is usually applied to 
situations where there is a problem, but those 
in the room choose to not acknowledge it. It’s 
as if there is a big elephant in the room and it 
is intentionally ignored. 

So where did this idiom come from? Its 
exact origin is unclear. Probably not that old. 
According to Wikipedia, the Oxford English 
Dictionary credits the New York Times newspaper from June 20th, 1959, as the first recorded use of this phrase. 
There is apparently a line from it that reads: 

“Financing schools has become a problem about equal to having an elephant in the living room. It’s so big you 
just can’t ignore it.” 

How this e-booklet is using it. 

Everyone has been made aware of problems in our lives, our families, and our world that is some form of 
discounting and domination of others, i.e. racism, sexism, patriarchy, rape culture, war. The information from 
our Galactic history indicates they all come from ONE SOURCE, the 'elephant' in the room.  
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It Begins:   Our Star Family in the Galactic Worlds 

Sensing the joy as the Star family held one another, Dana moved on the current of the various songs their 
agenda of Curiosity created. She felt lifted with Excitement, calmed with Peace, and inspired with Creativity. 
Colors moved through their family collective and Dana was one with the tickling, soothing, and swelling each 
provided. Since their extension from All That Is, Dana's Star family moved within the currents of their Home 
energies of Wholeness. But, with more direct impact. Just what they had intended. In this first region of this 
adventure, Curiosity was opening new doors. Dana felt the breath of Pleasure the family felt with this choice. 
When they were ready the Star family would return Home with grand stories to tell. 

Then, whispers of new possibilities floated. "What about turning down some of the Home flow to see how you 
would do on your own?" hummed throughout each soul's awareness. 

Another, "You are quite young in this 
experience. You do not know enough to 
really take advantage. Certainly, not 
enough. Let us in and we will be glad to 
help you."   

Seemed like good ideas to those with 
the agenda to explore with Curiosity.  

And they opened their boundary and 
invited in family Collectives whose 
agendas to Dominate were cloaked with 
the lie, "We will help you because you are 
not enough." 

The 'elephants had entered! 
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The presence of agendas to dominate, control, and use others are all around us. Over the lifetime on this 
planet, humanity has been manipulated, tortured, and beaten into submission, denial, and silence. 
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The 'elephant' of domination has caused 
disruptions, even death, while we have 
programmed to deny its presence.  

We participated in our own demise by making 
its 'bumps' normal.

Unable to speak of the 'elephant', we 
acknowledge the dangers while pointing to the 
wrong solution.
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Another way that the cause stays 
hidden is with the common practice to 
twist the experience to normalize the 
'elephant'

Whistle blowers are made the bad 
guys.  

Great energy is spent to destroy those 
who have been brave enough to point to 
the 'elephant' of greed, control, 
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Blaming the victim... 

If you would only, try harder, think 
differently, dress appropriate. And all the 
while, the 'elephant expands the agendas of 
greed and control unstopped.

Denying the cause, solutions are created 
from one symptom. Then, a tug of war is 
created as to who is right. The arguments, 
competition, cancelling, and refusal to see the 
bigger picture creates greater separation 
which keeps the 'elephant' hidden.
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'Elephants' point away from self and blame the 'others' including humanity. 

Whose agenda is destroying our lives and world? 
Domination, use of others, controlling, discounting come to keep the 'elephants' hidden. Parasitic by 

nature whether within an individual, or within organizations whose objectives are profit and greed as their 
objectives, 'elephants' will destroy their 'hosts'.
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Transition is the time to stay aware and look 
for any hint of the 'elephant'. 

Even a 'stuffed elephant' carries energies of 
the agenda. The contamination is everywhere, 
on everyone until it is cleared.

Their presence assures cultures of 'systemic 
domination'. 

Acknowledging the 'elephant frees us to remove 
what has kept us trapped. 

Knowing that those with such parasitic agendas 
exist is an important first step.  

Learning what to do to have them moved back 
to their origin is critical!



Our Star Family in the Galactic Worlds Made Plans 

As the Star family of curiosity began to feel the impact of the Outsider's true agenda, they found their energy 
field being sucked away. Their breath was less full. Their ability to move was less fluid. Sensations that were 
totally unknown within their Home moved through them. Songs of discord, harmonics that dampened joy, 
concepts of weakness, all broadcast from the Outsiders.  

Too late the family realized that they were losing control of their own space and outcomes. Small groups of 
their family were suddenly gone! Kidnapped into regions of dark. The Star family's efforts to stand up and say, 
"No", brought laughter from the Outside parasitic beings. "Who do you think owns the energy flow? Not you!", 
came their resounding voices. 

Over and over again, plans were made by the Divine families to remove these harmful ones. Conflict, hiding, 
pretending weakness, being silent. All efforts were to no avail. The ownership of the Outsiders assured slavery 
for the Star families.  

Then, another plan. What about playing out the patterns on a planet where energy would be made visible. In 
such an environment, the 'elephants' would not be able to hide. The Star families would be able to know the 
Outsiders by sensing their forms. With a few hidden twists in the plan, the Star families could have them 
removed back to their homes! 

Great idea! 
Until the grandeur of the our Earth Mission was discovered by those very Outsiders.  From their ownership 

positions, they created and enforced greater bonds of systemic domination. 
But, now, we see their impact. Will we learn, return to the original Earth mission, and act from it's purpose? 

Of course.... And it requires learning the Original Mission. 
  It is time to LEAP from the matrix of the Outsiders onto the Galactic Landscape and build together.  
Consider joining me in this year long course as I share all that I have been given from The Ancient Ones over 

the past 30+ years. 
https://www.sharonriegiemaynard.com/galactic2gaia.html 
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Another way to consider the 'elephant'. 

I once took an adventure into Africa. There I saw a cute baby elephant and decided to bring him to my home 
in the USA. Everyone was enamored by this baby. And he loved being there. 

As he grew, he followed me everywhere, bonded at the "hip". 
After a time I could not grow a garden for food because his footsteps crushed the growing plants. Fences did 

not help because he would just push through to stand by me as I weeded. 
Then, the doors to my house were destroyed when he wanted to be by my side. Instead of being a cute baby, he 

had become a full grown elephant, doing what elephants do.... moving in BIG ways. 
Was there something wrong with the elephant? NO! 
Ought I be angry and fight the elephant? NO! This is what an elephant does. 
The problem is that I had invited an elephant into my world without considering the impact his presence as 

an elephant would bring. 
The same is true for Outsiders. 
Are they 'bad'? NO! 
Does their agenda cause damage and death for their 'hosts'? YES! 

The solution is to know that the Outsiders had a right to choose domination. They have the right to that 
experience in their own homes. They do not have the right to impose that agenda in our worlds.  

Having the help of extensive teams in the unseen worlds of Spirit to move them back to their Homes is the 
most loving thing to do. I call those teams the PTO. 

PTO LINK
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https://www.restored2yoursoul.com/pto.html

